Phil@SmeallTech.com
About SmeallTech
1% Inspiration = SmeallTech
99% Hard Work & Perspiration = You
1% + 99% = 100% Freedom
"Give someone a fish, they eat for one day, give them the knowledge of how to fish or farm
responsibly, they can help feed the World."
"Free Information, bring your own Brain Bucket"

Questions Questions Questions
1-What is SmeallTech ?
 Think Geocities of old.

As in my personal Geocities.

 Think in part of the Movie “Pay it Forward” Produce something,
food and knowledge of such and GIVE it away! Keep some for
yourself obviously, but GIVE, in hopefully a fun and interesting
way, with NO Preaching or CONS. A nice little Hobby to get you
away from this FNing computer. It’s a swell way to have a little
fun too and meet nice people just like you.
 NONE profit. Some related page links or notes will go to items
that are not free, but I have reviewed them and may have even
purchased them.
 Basically the core is both the Forum and my Papers or Rants.
The Forum is for the discussion of private and community energy
and food production systems. [More in paper about the Forum]
 Politically NEUTRAL. Enough said, think Switzerland
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2-Who is Phil Smeall
 Not important really, who I am. This page and more
importantly the related forum shall be about nice people like you
and me, who want a nice productive Hobby. In addition like all
groups and clubs it is NOT for everybody.
 Some personal details. First it is NOT all about me. I loaned my
name to this web page and forum, and it’s play on the word
“meal” … as it fits. Both in terms of my love for food and
enjoying watching things grow. I have a fairly strong technical
background in the Energy Field, with considerable experience with
home gardens, and related details. Politically I am an independent
with some limited Libertarian leanings … sound foggy? GOOD!
 Oh yes I like Cats, Dogs too, properly trained ones …trained Cats?
Oh YOU FUNNY PERSON YOU!

 Privacy. Although I use my real name, you do not have to use
yours in the forum…however nasty trolls will get the BOOT… [More
in paper about the Forum]. If you know me great. Friend or not,
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start posting anything about me good or bad and you may hear
from my lawyer. ”I have a life, and if you do not, then keep yourself to yourself,
especially if you are one whom others can only take in small doses. I have excellent
blocking features for both my Email and Forum, which I shall use, if I have to.
Incidentally, if you want to communicate a birthday greeting to myself or loved one etc
etc, then use my Email address, not the Forum.”

3- Incidentals; where did the cute cat animations come from? Here
http://www.usmessageboard.com/threads/animation-at-its-funniest.318010/ If they are
yours and you want them off this page then just Email me Phil@SmeallTech.com
Same with any other pic or gif I found in the public domain. Most have been contacted for
fair use by the apparent owner, so if you are just kidding and are not the real owner, I will
have the original apparent owner contact YOU [I will obey all reasonable cease and desist
orders]… then you can both have fun  slapping each other around over some cat-gif, while I
use another cute kitty gif in the meantime.

